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PRECISION COMPONENTS
idiot
Hey,
I just got done reading the story on the Chicago B.S. finals. What in the hell was McGoo talking about. What happened during the contest on the Chicago B.S. finals. What in those classes if they’re not going to cover them? I’m not saying write down who did what, but at least put their placing in the magazine. I mean, sure they’re not Dave Mirra or Trevor Meyer, but heck if they made it through qualifiers then shouldn’t they at least be able to see their name? Other than that, let someone do the write up on the contests who knows what’s happening! Bring Taj back! He did good! How was my spelling Mr. Harold McRuther?

Eeny, Meeny, Mi Knee Michigan
Pull your head out of your ass, dildo. I didn’t write the Chicago story—Hal Brindley did. By the way your spelling is acceptable, but your punctuation, syntax, and grammar sucks.—McGoo

chick
Ride,
Superior coverage on Chicago. There was no photo or story credit, though. Wassupwiltdat? Also, what’s up with the femme fatale freestylers? Are there none? Or do they all suck (hey—there’s a way to get coverage). Perhaps I coincidentally missed the comps they ride in. I think I can trust that you swallow fellas wouldn’t discriminate and lump them into one measly article (that I might have missed). Hmm...
Oh well, I suppose I’ll have to expand on that crowd-pleasing half barpo I’m learning and create the girlie class. One more thing—McGoo is the master of the mail-room I vote he stays.

Lovingly,
T. Black
NYC

geek
Ride,
I was looking at your June issue and noticed Jesse Puente’s top rotor cables. Not to put him down or anything, but he’s got them cut wrong. I’m basing this statement on the supposition that he’s cut the cable shorter to reduce friction and to brake better. Well, he should have cut the cables after the split, not before. Why, you ask? Think about it this way—if he cuts the cables after the split, he’s cutting two cables, not just one. Or to say it an easier way, if he reduces the friction 20% by cutting the cable before the split, he would reduce friction 40% by cutting the two cables after the split. Also, when you put the knaps on the bottom of the cables, leave about an inch between the end of the cables and the cable housing. This allows more room on the rotor for you to pull up on. In other words, more leverage and more braking power. I did this to my brakes and now they work 100% better.

Joel Sell
Renaco, Chile

Your cleverly conceived and well analyzed hypothesis regarding Mr. Puente’s top cable holds absolutely no truth, for one very simple reason: Jesse doesn’t use a Rotor. He uses a Gyro. But since we’re on the subject of anal retentive flatlanders, here’s an easy formula for calculating the actual percentage increase in braking power by using the process you describe:

\[ A = \text{arc of brake lever, in centimeters} \]

\[ F = \text{friction, in grams per linear centimeters} \]

\[ G = \text{vertical distance of Gyro collar from top cable stop, in millimeters} \]

\[ (F + A + G)^2 = \text{Joel Sell} \]

I hope other flatlanders are able to put your awesome technology to good use.—McGoo

dork
Dear McGoober,
I’m writing just to tell you how much you suck. You are an old, over-the-hill pussy who probably can’t figure out how to use a brake lever. All you can do is sit around and dig out your ass hole with a sucky neon pink pencil. Where do you get off telling people to get cans to pay for their parts? I do think your caption for Phillip Tanak’s picture was pretty damn funny, though. But you are still an ass wiper. Other than you, you guys at Ride put out a kick-ass magazine. Keep up the good work, but maybe make it monthly instead of every other month.

Tim Kondas
Johnson City, TN
A sucky neon pink pencil? What kind of derogatory comment is that? If you want to play hardball, I can play hardball. Brace yourself, Kondas, here I go... Doo doo head! Poo poo face! Queerball! Faggot! Liar, liar, pants on fire! Yeah, that's what I thought.—McGoo

ditto

Ride,

This letter is going out to all the kids who merely want to ride and have fun, but, like me, have parents pressuring them on grades and education and stuff. The way I look at it, the normal procedure (high school, college, job, etc.) is set up to make life hell and boring. I may not be getting the best grades but damn it—I'm having fun. I've now realized that life is just a stupid game and you have to live it to its fullest. To me living life to its fullest isn't burying your head in a book for hours every night or getting drunk or as high as you can every weekend. Dumb, just plain dumb is what it is. I would be happy as a rat if I could work at McDonald's, live with four or five other bikers to split rent, and ride. What the hell more do you need? Maybe even eventually save some money with these other bikers and get a bike shop going or whatever. You know? Just have fun. So next time, parents, when you're bitchin' at your kids because they have bad grades or don't seem too interested in the same things as a so-called "normal" kid, think a little. It's their life, and if they play their cards right they'll be just fine.

Kris Bennett
Tilusville, PA

Since you seem to have life all figured out, why don't you move out of your parents house right now and take that high-paying job at McDonald's. At $4.25 an hour, you and the rest of your know-it-all buddies should be able to save enough money to open a bike shop in no time. And if that 6,000 dollars per year just doesn't add up fast enough after bike parts, rent, food, insurance, automotive, expenses, and utilities, go apply for a business loan at your local bank. Since your education and employment record won't be that impressive, you might have to put your bike up for collateral. Face it, Bennett—there's a lot more to life than Big Macs and bike riding. Stop whining and start learning.—McGoo

Please don't cancel your subscription because of McGoo. He's harmless, really. If you're going to send in a letter, please have it to us by March 29 so that we can try to get it in the next issue. Otherwise your letter will be outdated and irrelevant by the time we receive it. Thanks.

Send all letters to:
Ride Letters
1317 N. San Fernando Blvd. #231
Burbank, CA 91504

McGoo
-right now- you need to send one dollar to receive a 2-HIP BIKES logo sticker and the brand new color poster/catalogue with the 2-HIP BIKES products and fotos of the new team riders:

-Mike Escamilla (Rooftop)
-Leigh Ramsdell
-Ron Wilkerson
-Sean Peters
-Gabe Weed
-Mike Knaich
-Cameron Birdwell
(pictured yes, he pulled it)

(a brand new 2-HIP vert, street, mini rider who is very, very, very sick)

2-HIP BIKES
p.o.423921
san francisco, ca 94142
415-431-5723
2-HP is serious about biking
Edgar Placenscia
Team Rider
GLOBAL

AVAILABILITY

RIDERS: DAY SMITH, NATE HANSON, EDGAR PLASCENCIA, JAY MIRON

JINX CLOTHING CO.
200 PIER AVE • 16
HERMOSA BEACH, CA 90254

phone: 310-798-7769  fax: 310-798-7379

USA
INDYSTRUCTABLE

COMING WINTER OF 1995:
(1) INDY FORKS® (2) INDY BLUE OYSTER BARS® (3) INDY SHAFTS/SHAFT BACKS® in L OR XL (seat posts) (4) INDY PEGS® w/ 2” diameter chrome aluminum (5) INDY JIMMY’S® (aluminum bar end caps) (6) INDY EMBROIDERED BASEBALL CAPS (7) INDY T-SHIRTS (8) WHO KNOWS WHAT ELSE?

Indy Industries is a proud supporter of Play Clothes’ “CONTEST of LOVE.” Badlands Skatepark, February 18-19 • Orlando, Florida

ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE AT YOUR FAVORITE BIKE SHOP or MAIL ORDER COMPANY
Annual Reader Survey No 3

Please send in this survey. We forgot to line up some incentive prizes to motivate you to send it in, but hopefully you’ll do it anyway. This is your chance to be heard and tell us what you think about the mag. In order for us to make educated decisions about what to put in the mag, you have to tell us what you want. All surveys must be received by June 1, 1995. Thanks.

Name ___________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________

Age ______
Sex: (Circle answer) Male, Female
Do you have a job? Yes, No
Do you ride? Yes, No
How long have you been into BMX? Under 1 Year, 1-2Y, 2-3Y, 3-4Y, 4-5Y, more than 5 years
What type of riding do you usually do? (Circle all that apply) Street, Mini, Vert, Flatland, Dirt jumping, Racing

During a six month period, how much money do you usually spend on bike parts? $50 or less, $50-$100, $100-$200, $200-$400, $400-$600, $600 or more
Do you buy bike parts by mail order at least once a year? Yes, No
If Yes, why? Selection/availability, price, service, convenience
What brand of bike(s) do you currently own? ___________________________________________
What type of bike is it? Race, Freestyle, Jumping
How long does a frameset usually last you? Under 1 month, 2-6 months, 6 months-1 year, 1-2 years, over 2 years
Do stories or advertisements in RIDE influence what bike parts and accessories you purchase? Yes, No
What is the next brand of frameset you plan to purchase? ___________________________________________
Why?
What types of music are you into? (Circle all that apply) Techno/Rave, Hard Rock/Metal, Rap, Alternative, R&B, Punk Rock, Classic Rock, Pop
How many tapes, records or CD’s do you buy in a typical month? ______
Are you a member of a tape or CD club? Yes, No
What are your three favorite bands? ___________________________________________
Do music reviews or advertisements in RIDE influence which tapes/CD’s you purchase? Yes, No
What other magazines do you buy regularly?

Besides BMX, what other activities are you interested in? (Circle all that apply)  
Skateboarding, Snowboarding, Mtn. Biking, Surfing, Snowskiing, Clubbing, Music

Where do you normally buy your clothes? (Circle all that apply)  
Mail order companies, Skateboard/Surf shops, Mall/Shopping centers, Freestyle contests, Bike Shops

How many pairs of shoes do you buy per year?________
What's your favorite brand of shoes?________________________
What's your favorite brand of clothes?________________________

Where did you get this magazine?  
Subscription, Newsstand / Bookstore, Bike shop, Grocery/Convenience store, other________________________

When did you start reading RIDE?  
Issue #1 (Oct. 92), Issue 2-6 (Dec. 92-Aug. 93), Issue 7-12 (Oct 93-Oct. 94), Issue 13-present (Dec. 94-April 95)

How many people, besides yourself, read your copy of RIDE?________
What is your favorite ad in this issue of RIDE?____________________
Why?________________________________________________________

What would you like to see more of in RIDE?  
Bike tests/equipment articles, riding how-to's, interviews, contest coverage, local scenes, random stupidness, news and information

How would you change RIDE's coverage of various types of riding?

Dirt jumping:  Less, Same, More  
Street riding:  Less, Same, More  
Flatland:  Less, Same, More  
Vert Ramps:  Less, Same, More  
Mini Ramps:  Less, Same, More

What is the best article you have seen in any issue of RIDE?________________________
Why?________________________________________________________
What was the worst article you've seen in any issue of RIDE?________________________
Why?________________________________________________________

Overall, what do you think about this magazine?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Please send this survey to:
Ride BMX Magazine Reader Survey  
1317 N. San Fernando Blvd. N231  
Burbank, CA 91504
Subscribe to RIDE, and we'll put a huge picture of you in the magazine*

The truth is that Aaron Behnke does subscribe to RIDE, but you'd have to pay us a lot more than $12 to get your photo in here. $12 will get you a year's worth (six issues) of RIDE magazine. Send $12 (check, money order, or cash) or call (512) 480-9223 to subscribe by phone (phone orders are by credit card only).

RIDE • 1317 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD., #231 • BURBANK, CA 91504

☐ $12 for a one year subscription in the US.
☐ $22 for a sub to Canada (Canadian check or money order only — no Canadian cash!)
☐ $22 for a regular foreign subscription. Magazine is sent surface mail. Payment must be in US dollars.
☐ $35 for foreign sub to be sent air mail. Payment must be in US dollars.

Name__________________________________________
Address________________________________________
Phone__________________________ Age ________
super punk!

Mike Escamilla jumps off roofs; he also rides for Trend Bike.

This ad is so retarded!

call-512-473-2888
trend bike

nineteen ninety five
It's strange to write about Austin for a glossy magazine. The scene reminds me of someplace you'd read about on the pages of an underground 'zine. That's not to say it's a small scene — it's actually as big or bigger than any other place I've been — it's just that the riders are such an eclectic group. I'm sure that a large number of the riders here don't even know that their scene is ever in magazines or gets coverage in videos. On the flip side, while shooting for this story, a well-dressed college student at UT asked if we were doing a photo shoot for Ride.

There are some things in life that just must be experienced to be understood. How can I truly relate to you what it's like to see a guy who's pushing thirty trying tailwhip jumps on a Mongoose. It's not that the scene is just made up of the strange and unusual. There is a larger tight-knit group of "hardcore" riders who, at least in part, gather together every day to ride.

Over the last year, the place to gather has been 9th Street. 9th Street is a lot more than just a dirt jumping spot. It holds the scene together. Almost anytime of the day, you can find someone to ride with there. You can hook up to ride street or mini ramp or just stay and dirt jump. The weekends can get a bit crazy, though. There can be up to 70 or more people fighting to get a line in. It wouldn't be as bad if a large part of the people weren't silly little freaks on VFR's. All in all, though, this town is the only place I would ever want to live. The love I have for the scene and friends I'm surrounded by makes Austin more than just a great place to ride, it's my home.

— James Shepherd.
Just over a year ago I parked my car on a steep city street, opened the door, and placed my foot on Austin soil for the first time. Instantly, my eyes were greeted by the blur of a man, well into his thirties, speeding past, rolling backwards down the hill on a BMX bike. He was leading a large convoy of disgruntled midday traffic that was cursing and honking for him to get out of the way. He defiantly continued his rollback, laughing in their faces. He must’ve seen my jaw hit the ground because just before he drifted out of sight, he smiled and waved. Welcome to Austin, bike freak town USA.

Not too long after finding an apartment, I had been riding and stopped to get my mail. An attractive woman asked me if I freestyle, and I answered, “Sure... I guess I do.” Well, this twenty-six year old medical grad student was happy to hear that because she had just bought a freestyle bike and was trying to learn tricks.

A few weeks later I had got a part-time job at a grocery store. It was there that I noticed close to a dozen cruisers or BMX bikes parked outside the store everyday. One Sunday afternoon while riding home from work, I stumbled upon a punk band playing in the parking lot of a bike shop. It turned out to be a punk rock bike party. Leather, spikes, purple mohawks, and BMX.

I was invited to the bike joust and the strange thing was that none of the bikers at the party had ever ridden with me at the 9th Street jumps.

It’s an oddity in itself that 9th Street even exists. What other city has dirt jumps that are downtown? On top of that, where else could you see fathers and sons riding together, guys on cruisers tail-whipping, bikes constructed from huge
motorcycle frames, sorority girls on cruisers (Delta, Delta, Delta, here to help ya, help ya, help ya), or some flipped out 200 pound middle-aged lady dressed in pink spandex surfing down hills and getting genuinely turned on by guys jumping (higher! higher! higher!)?

Aside from all that, it still seems awfully weird to me to have a dozen or so good riders to ride with every day.

— Taj Mihelich
an interview with
michigan transplant
RON KIMLER
by James Shepherd
You moved to Austin from Michigan, how do you like Texas?

"Austin is really good. It's actually really mellow because there are tons of great riders, but there's no pressure... everybody just rides for fun and hangs out, but everybody is really good. It pushes you to want to get better even though it's relaxed."

What are some of your favorite places to ride?

"Austin for sure, and then probably any skatepark. I think that the east coast is really rad. Everybody out there is great and there are good spots everywhere. And definitely Woodward."

You've been a counselor at Woodward, how is it there?

"It's definitely one of the best places to ride as far as having all different sorts of ramps for beginning little kids to start and then going all the way up to a big 12-foot vert ramp. I didn't go last year and I missed it a lot. It's just really good, everybody is cool, and there are a lot of chicks."

The Standard team is big and full of really good riders. Have you ever felt overshadowed by your teammates, or left out of magazines, videos, etc...?

"Yeah, I suppose to an extent. Everyone on our team is really good. There are so many good people, like Taj was, Joe and Luc-E, and now Chad and such, but they deserve everything they've ever gotten as far as coverage and publicity. More power to 'em, they're doing great and that's cool. It just makes me want to do better so that I can be right there with them. Everything is cool with that."

Do you consider yourself a technical rider or a burly rider?

"For a long time I just learned technical stuff, but now I'm trying to ride smooth and controlled, but I want to go bigger. Bigger and faster is what I think is good now, and I feel better on my new bike. Everything feels better when it's faster and bigger, and maybe higher, so I'd like to get a little burlier."

Is there anyone that you'd like to thank?

"Yeah, Todd from Albe's, Standard of course, Poor Boy, Airwalk, and lots of people that have helped me out. Hal... and Eric from Perfection Tattoo."
**The Shoe Box**

**T-Shirts**
- Albe's GT Dyne
- Ashburn
- Fugly
- Chunky
- Powerline
- Messy
- 21st/W.A.L.
- U.C.P.
- Juvenile Tricky
- DJ Ed
- Ring The Dark
- Hoffman Blues
- Belladonna
- Club T's
- Call

**Standard Bike Company**
- Canvas Low-Tops
- GTO
- $49.95
- Suede Low-Tops
- GTO
- $49.95
- Old Skool Low-Tops
- $32.95
- Old Skool Hi-Tops
- $34.95
- Native Suede Hi-Tops
- $38.95
- Lo-Cab
- $44.95
- Jim "Olive"
- $42.50
- Tempest
- $39.95
- 10 oz. Suede
- $34.50
- Suede Chukka Boot
- $48.99

**Call For Updates**

**Hoffman Bikes**
- Conver Frame/Flag
- $349.95
- Big Daddy Complete
- $499.95
- 788 or 1' Seaport
- $39.95
- Hoffman T-Shirt
- $11.95
- Super-Fit with Stom
- $109.95
- Frenchie/Flask Dealer Kit
- $39.95

**Albe's**
- 5743 E. 13 Mile Rd.
- Warren, Michigan 48092
- Call 1-810-264-1152 or 1-810-264-1153
- Fax 24 hours 1-810-264-6775

**Shipping Rates**
- Continental U.S.
- $50 to $100: $7.50
- $101 to $200: $10.50
- $201 to $300: $13.50
- $301 to $400: $16.50
- $401 to $500: $20.50
- $501 to $600: $24.50
- $601 to $700: $28.50
- $701 to $800: $32.50
- $801 to $900: $36.50
- $901 to $1000: $40.50
- $1001 to $1200: $44.50
- $1201 to $1500: $48.50

**Colors Available**
- Black
- Blue
- Red
- Green
- Orange
- Yellow

**Clothing**
- Sweathirts, Jackets & Long Sleeves T's
- Call 4 Prices

**Shoebox**
- 49% Airwalk Jr.

**Redneck**
- Shafted Stems
- 1-1/8" Clamp-On
- Oversized Holms and Dirt Bikes Now Available
- S&M Bikes Phone (714) 835-3200
- Fax (714) 835-5020
- 2-1/8" Reach (Meas from Center of Steerer Tube to Center of Handlebars)
- Shafted Stem Features 4130 Shaft and 7075 T6 CNC Machined Aluminum
- Anodized RED with Engraved "REDNECK"

**Please Note**
- Shipping Rates Effective 3/8/84
- All orders shipped same day
- No COD

**All Video From AMPERSAND**
- The New Video from Ampersand

**Price List**
- $10
- $20
- $40
- $45
- $60
- $100
- $150
- $200
- $300
- $400
- $500
- $700
- $1000
- $1200
- $1500

**Additional Information**
- Shipping Rates Effective 3/8/84
- All orders shipped same day
- No COD
It's hard to think of words of praise for Matt Hoffman's riding that haven't been said thousands of times before. What's really left to say about a guy who ignored all established limits and redefined vert riding — at age 15? While most people would be satisfied to rest on an accomplishment like this, Matt's not like most people.

Do you think that turning riding into your career at 14 has steered your life in a certain direction that maybe you wouldn't have gone in otherwise? Since I was 14 and being on the road and touring and stuff, you kind of have to learn things the hard way, which is good. When I was going to school and riding, I kind of got, well, I got kicked out of school, so everything I learned I had to learn the hard way.

Do you feel like you've accomplished a lot for only being 23?

I kind of have two different perspectives I look at it from. I can look at it and think, Wow, look at all the stuff I've been able to do, and then I have another way I look at it and think, look at all the stuff still left to accomplish. Meaning, now that I have all this experience, I could do anything with it. If you eliminate the boundaries and just say, Hey, you can do whatever you want, it's pretty cool. There's tons of stuff to do if you don't limit yourself.

At 15? While most people would be satisfied to rest on an accomplishment like this, Matt's not like most people.

I was making up all of my work and getting good grades and stuff, but by the time I ended up going back and making up everything they said, "Oh, sorry but you've missed too many days." Well, no kidding, I told you I was going to miss this many days. They said I shouldn't go back to school and get home study instead. I did that with my mom for a while until she got sick, so I couldn't finish that up. So I ended up pretty much learning everything by trial and error. Which, I don't think I would trade it for anything. I've heard people say that if someone told you everything you were going to have learn when you got into something, and all of the stuff you were going to have to go through to accomplish it, no one would start anything. So I figure that my stupidity for starting things and learning as I go is kind of a pattern from when I was younger having to do it that way. Starting something and learning as I go helps me out a lot now.

How old were you when you got your semi, 16?

Yeah, I think so.

When existing bikes and contests just weren't good enough anymore, Matt started Hoffman Bikes and the BS contest series. When their frame builder couldn't keep up with Hoffman Bikes' demand, Matt defied conventional wisdom and set up his own manufacturing shop. In many ways, Matt's become bigger than the sport itself. Even people who know nothing about freestyle know the name Matt Hoffman and have seen the 25-foot airs on MTV Sports. While aware of all he has done, Matt would be the last person to flaunt his accomplishments. Behind the obsessive drive and do-or-die-trying attitude lies one of the most humble people you could ever meet. Read on and try to figure out exactly what makes Matt Hoffman tick.
That's kind of unusual for a 16 year old to have a semi.

Yeah, then we painted flames on it and put a big ol' 'bump' box in the back. You know how every town has their cruising strip? I used to make fun of it all the time, because I used to ride my bike around there and I used to always get made fun of or beat up by the jocks. So I just figured it would rule to put flames on the side of it and put a big bass system in the back and just go cruisin' up and down Broadway and try to race people and stuff.

In a semi?

It was so funny, man. It was a good feeling.

Steve Swope:

"He got the semi when he was 16 or 17 to use to pull the halfpipe trailer. It was kind of expensive, but we got a real piece of junk. We had no idea how to drive it, we had driven big trucks before, but nothing this size. You can't even get a semi license until you're 18, and you can't get one to drive cross-country until you're 21, so neither of us had a legal semi license. So we would just blow by weigh stations on the highway — which is highly illegal — or avoid them completely, which is also illegal. We had no idea about any of this, we'd just blow right by them."

Do you ever feel you are locked into bikes now because you've been doing it so long and you didn't finish school?

Like, maybe this is all you can do?

I really pride myself on playing with the limits. I think biking has really taught me that. I think if I let myself think that I'm locked into it, it would contradict that.

What do you think drove you to become the best vert rider?

Motivation. I was that guy that every time I had a birthday, I wished to be the best biker that I could possibly be.

A lot of people wish for it, but you actually did it. What makes you different where you actually go out and achieve your goals and you're willing to put up with the pain and all of the sacrifices that it requires?

I was taught — maybe I taught myself — I don't know, that if you want to experience all of the pleasure in something, you have to be willing to sacrifice. I'm not satisfied just going through life and seeing who crosses the finish line first. I want to see how much I can do and what's possible and try to experience all the pleasure life has to give me. That's so important to me that I'm willing to sacrifice everything it takes in order to achieve that.

Jon Miron:

"A lot of people might think that Matt has more natural riding ability than anyone else, but I don't think that's true. I think his awesome riding comes from his incredible drive to succeed. If he decides to do a 27-foot air, spleen or no spleen, shoulder or no shoulder, he'll do it — no matter what."

I'm sure you always hear people say that when you're 40 you're going to be in so much pain. What do you think when people tell you that?

Like Dennis McCoy said to me once, I'm practicing hurting myself now so that I'll be used to it when I'm older. I've also heard studies on arthritis that say a lot of it's physical, but a lot of it's mental in the fact that if someone's bitter about life, their joints and stuff flame up because they're tense all of the time and regretful. Everything but cross es through my mind, I have to give it a try. I'm just a sucker for opportunity. I have it try it. Because of that, whether I've failed, or messed up, or succeeded, either way I won't be regretful because I know that I gave it what I could.

Does it bum you out that everyone else doesn't have the same attitude as you?

What do you mean?

Do you wonder why people settle for mediocrity?

I wish I was one of those people. It would make life so much easier. I'm sure they don't settle for mediocrity, they're just happy with it. They're content with the way things are or the way someone did it before them. I remember I was at Woodward and I was driving past a little town and I looked over and I just saw...
some old man and old lady just sitting on this porch looking happier than I've ever been in my life. That's all they were doing. They just live in this little town, I'm sure they grew up there and this is all they know, but how happy they are. I was just like, that rules. I wish that was me. I wish I could be that happy, but I'm that guy that just has to get more out of life than that.

Do you think you're an extremely "Jac j(Matt's wife) al ie ad y tell t me I ha ve a s p ec i al p ur-pose. I don 't k no w wh at s he 's talki ng obo o t,..

so ms
ol man and aid la dy ju st sitt ing o n thi s p o re h loo k ­
ing happie rtha n I 'v e e ver b e en in m y life . That' s all th ey
were doing. They just live in this little town.

I'm sure they grew up there and this is all they know, but how happy they are. I was just like, that rules. I wish that was me; I wish I could be that happy, but I'm that guy that just has to get more out of life than that.

So you think your drive is almost a curse?

Exactly. I have to challenge myself everyday and make up new challenges and achieve them to get as much if not less pleasure than this person sitting on this porch throwing rocks at his cat.

You do a 25-foot air and get on MTV Sports, and you get less pleasure out of it than sitting on the porch drinking a beer.

Exactly, it's like, Wow, life could be so simple. But then at the same time, everything is relative. They might be happy, but still I think I've achieved more to where I think I can look back and at least I'll feel like I had some purpose. Maybe their purpose is just to sit there. Maybe people like that just don't care about having a purpose. I think that's what makes me drive so hard. I really worry that I'll look back and go, Man, what was the purpose? I want there to be a purpose and I don't even know what the purpose is yet, but someday maybe I'll find out.

(Sarcastically) You'll find out what your special purpose is?

Jaci (Matt's wife) already tells me I have a special purpose. I don't know what she's talking about...

Steve Snode:

"He's got determination like I've never seen in anybody. When we were building the 21-foot halfpipe, it was in February, and we were on three levels of scaffolding 24 feet high on this rocky slope. On top of that, he's standing on a stool with a cinder block on top of it. It was dark and it was sleeting, so the scaffolding was covered with ice, the ladder and stool are 24 feet off the ground, and he's standing on a cinder block on top of a stool holding a nail gun over his head trying to put in cross-braces for the deck, I had to almost physically pull him off of it. I said, "Matt, we can do this later. It's sleeting, there's ice all over the board, we have to get down." He still worked for another half an hour until I could pull him off of it.

He was so determined to get that thing done."

Do you think you're an extremely
competitive person?
With myself.

Not with other people?
No, as far as I’m concerned, it’s a time where I can challenge myself. I challenge myself to see if I can do the best out of me that I can right then, but so far as being competitive with other people, no. I’m always just trying to do something that I’ve done before, that’s competition for me, that’s competitiveness.

Do you try harder at a contest, or do you try just as hard if you’re riding in the warehouse by yourself?

I ride better and harder when it’s just purely for my own satisfaction. I’ve competed before where it was just for my own satisfaction, but I’ve also competed where it was more or less to impress people. That’s kind of where you lose your focus, it’s mechanical. There’s not much soul in it. It’s kind of like you’re doing tricks, but who cares. That little bit is the difference between a mediocre run and an awesome run. When I don’t have so many factors to disrupt what I’m doing, like if I’m riding in my warehouse with a couple of my friends, I think you can do a lot more stuff. Everybody rides better at home or by themselves. At contests you have to many different factors to contend with. At that very moment you have to do this and this. It’s more mechanical. It’s fun to use a contest and say, Okay, let me get through these runs and try something I’ve never tried before, like a backflip twist or something, and you just go for it, because you’ve got people to pick you afterwards if you need it.

So do you try new things in contests that you wouldn’t try if you were just riding with your friends?

I wouldn’t say that, because I did backflip twists before I ever did a backflip fake in public. It’s always good to use something like that if you’re scared of trying something. It’s always good to say, Okay, I’m going to do it here, and then know that you have to do it there.

It seems that someone like Dennis (McCoy) is just the opposite. He’s the kind of guy who’ll come up with a trick and save it and try to win a contest with it, where you’d be just as likely to try in practice the day before and kind of blow the surprise of having that big trick.

I think I like blowing the surprise. You do it just for the thrill of doing the trick?
The reason I always used to do it like a 900 in practice or the first run or whatever was just to get it out of the way, because I feel like people are waiting for it too much. Everybody has more expectations than you do for what you’re doing.

Like it overshadows the whole run because they’re just sitting there waiting for you to hurry up and get to that one particular trick?

It takes the “personality” out of my run if I feel like I’m doing all of this stuff, but everybody is just waiting for this one thing.

Do you like being recognized outside of the sport, like on MTV and in Spin and Thrasher? Do you feel like these kinds of things make you sort of the unofficial spokesman for freestyle?

Yeah, it’s good for the ego, but I try not to feed on that too much. It does make me feel acknowledged for what I’m doing, and that’s nice. I do feel the responsibility as a spokesman, but I accept it and have fun with it sometimes, too.

Do you ever worry about your image? Like what people would think about you riding in a Speedo in the “Sex Sells” ad?

Actually, that ad probably helped my image because I think it was the first ad without any spelling errors. No, just kiddin’... I probably spelled something wrong there, also. If you’re into the sport for expressive reasons, then it’s pretty personal and public image shouldn’t be a factor. At least that’s the best way to view it. But, an even better way is like politics, just try to ignore it and enjoy yourself.

What do you think about the complaining at all of the contests? Like about vendor fees for people selling t-shirts, admission fees and everything like that.

I can understand it because I went to that contest in Germany this year and I found myself complaining about all kinds of stuff and realizing, Wow, I would hate myself if it was me running the contest. But I would also hate a guy like me coming up going, Man, two minute runs, that’s stupid. I kind of see both sides of the coin. For every one person that has something bad to say about everything going on, there’s at least two people that really respect it and understand what’s going on and are enjoying it. Those are the people that I’m doing it for.

But they kind of just quietly go home happy.

I know in the back of my head those people are out there.

Dennis McCoy

"Matt’s showed me his black-list before. He’s got this book where he records the name and whereabouts of anyone who’s ever complained, and he faxes the info over to his “family” in Sicily. No one has ever complained twice (laughs). He tells us all these things about how he’s got mob ties in Sicily or something.”

There’s a ton of stuff to do if you don’t limit yourself.
How do you take the most pride in, riding or running a business?

In order for me to put a lot of pride and expression in my riding, I have to be achieving a personal goal for myself. Right now I feel like I'm so programmed. Meaning that for the last few years I have let myself get caught up in this idea that I have to live up to the expectations of other people. Now, I have to surpass other people's expectations before it becomes personal to me again. Even though I do find some enjoyment through the challenge, it can get exhausting if you don't put limits on it. That's why I love the 21-foot ramp so much. It was so much my thing again. Nobody had any expectations for me. The only expectations I had to deal with were my own and that's what it is about for me. Same with business, nobody expects me to be good at it, so I get to draw my own expectations and not have to worry about impressing other people before I can impress myself. So, I guess I take pride in both business and riding.

Jay Miron:

"He runs his business the same way he rides. I can't even count how many people in the bicycle industry told him there's no way he would ever get a machine to go that far. He just got in the zone and running. It was a lot of hard work and stress, but he did it."

Why do you think no one else has built a big ramp and tried it? Probably because you have to have a long runway at it and a lot of wood. You would have had to have built a lot of ramps just to figure out how to build the thing. I think that has a lot to do with it, actually. I think a lot of people would see it and love to try it, but they aren't going to go out there and build a 21-foot ramp and spend all the money and all the time it takes to build it, and find a place to put it in and everything, because it's not their idea. It was my idea. That goes back to the whole theory of flattronders getting mad at other people for doing their tricks. It's not so much that they're copying their tricks, they just want them to use their own. Show them the satisfaction that can be achieved by coming up with the idea yourself with no one else influencing it and succeeding at it yourself. That's the whole reason behind them innovating new tricks. The biggest satisfaction to riding is doing it yourself to come up with the idea and to accomplish it. Since it was my idea, I think that's why I would go through the lengths it would take in order to accomplish it, because it was personal. It was something I came up with and I'm going to reap the benefits of it.

Have you ever been burned out on riding?

Yeah, all the time.

From touring?

I get burned out on riding because of my attitude. Usually if I'm burned out on riding it's because I've got the wrong attitude when I'm riding. If I'm riding because I have to be riding right then, I get burned out. If I'm riding just because I want to be riding, I can ride all of the time and not get burned out. I think it's just whenever you're expected... you know, because I'm part of Generation X, if someone expects me to do something, there ain't no way I'm doing it. [laughs]

How do you explain Oklahoma humor?

This guy, he walked into this bar and said, "Ouch."

Uh-huh...

Is that a good explanation?

Wow, that's a good one.

I'm nervous doing an interview.

Are you?

Yeah, I guess 'cause I haven't had one in so long.

How would you describe what it's like when you get into your zone when you're riding?

I think it's just like a soul transusion. You just feel really good. It's like how a lot of people get in their zone and get real serious and stuff and just ready to take on the world. But I think it's more whenever you're just really stoked or you're just happy and you're really getting into it type of thing. Just feeling like you're going to have a good time at all expenses.

It looks like intense concentration.

Yeah, it's because you get to a point where you're ready to sacrifice whatever it takes to get the most out of yourself at this particular time. Right then, you're putting everything on the line and saying, This is what I'm going to do, and I'm going to do it the best I can, and I'm going to exclude fear and any other factor that could take away from the concentration of actually doing the job that I have set forth for myself. When you're in that state, you concentrate on one thing because you made a commitment to yourself that that's what you're going to do. It's really pure.

Does that help you block out pain when you're riding?

I've learned — because my body is so screwed up anyway — I've learned how to block out pain pretty much every time I
ride. You know how guys get injured in a contest and they don't really notice it until way after the contest? I think that's the reason why — at that time since they are so focused, they aren't focusing on anything else except for the challenge that they set for themselves. Adrenaline has a big part to do with that, too.

Steve Swope:
"I don't think he's the best athlete and I don't think he's got the most natural talent, but he's got the ability to focus intensely on exactly what he's doing and let nothing else get inside that zone."

What was it like when you got beat in that contest by Dave (Mirra) in Florida? You hadn't lost a contest in about three years.

It was weird. At first I was kind of stoked because it was like, Wow, competition again, this rules. Everybody else seemed more concerned than I really was. I was kind of bummed out that I had lost because I felt almost like I had let people down. Then I realized how stupid that was to be upset because I felt like I was letting other people down. It should be for myself. Then I realized it was the best thing that ever happened to me — I've got competition. It kind of re-motivated me. Now I realize that everything
counts now. It's not like before where you could screw up about five times and just not really concentrate and just go through mechanically and you'd have a good chance of winning. And it's like now if you feel yourself messing up, or if you get a little off balance on something, you bring it back into control because every little bit counts now. That was a lot of fun because it made it more challenging.

Do you think the level of competition is better than it was two years ago?

Oh yeah, for sure. It just seems like everybody has a shot at winning now, and that's great. I don't feel very good with my riding ability as far as contests because I haven't felt like I've been doing as well as I could. As far as a group, it's fun just to kick back and watch everybody else now.

Does the stress of running the contests effect your riding?

Oh, yeah, for sure. Sometimes it's gotten to the point where I said, forget it, I'm not going to put on contests anymore, I'm only going to go to contests just because I can see it affecting my riding so much. But for me, it would be kind of selfish. And two, I think I enjoy running the contest at some points.

If you didn't do the contests, there wouldn't be a contest to go to.

Yeah, that's kind of how I see it. That's kind of why I had to weigh the two responsibilities and say, well, I can still ride at home and enjoy myself and just cause I look like a buffoon in front of everybody, hopefully people will understand that.

I'm not satisfied just going through life and seeing who crosses the finish line first.

I'm a stress-case now from running these things because they've gotten so big. I actually enjoyed it at first, especially the Kansas City contest and stuff, just because it was such a challenge. You had to do all this junk and then compete.

Because you had to set up the whole course?

Yeah, you had to set up the whole course and we had to build the vert ramp and then you had to run the contest and then jump in my gear and compete. It was just all this stuff you had to do and it was so challenging. It was enjoyable but then that was the biggest challenge of the year as far as running the contest and so everything else became almost annoying.

A distraction?

Yeah, and I wasn't motivated because I had already accomplished that one in Kansas City so far as doing everything and feeling like I still rode all right in my runs. After that, I felt like it was annoying to have to do all of the contests and just not concentrate solely on competing, and the whole year just kind of went that way as far as frustration because I just knew that it was taking away from my riding. I don't know really what I'm going to do. I want to do good in the contests, but also I feel some sort of responsibility. Well, I feel a huge responsibility to run the contest, but I feel my responsibility is a little deeper in running the contest than it is actually competing in them right now. I think I'm going to concentrate more on running the contest and then if I feel like I have enough free time to compete, then I'm going to go ahead and compete and enjoy myself. If not, I'm not going to put more pressure on myself by feeling like I have to compete all of the time in order to prove something to myself.

Have you ever thought about not competing at all?

Yeah, I was seriously thinking about not competing this year, but then I thought that's just as bad as saying I'm going to compete at every one this year. I'd rather just go do whatever I want to do this year. Like if I'm at a contest and I'm not the top dog and I hear pro practice and I don't have anything to do and I feel like I could compete, then I'll go compete and enjoy myself. If I'm stressed out trying to add all of this stuff up and just trying to run everything, I'm not going to stress myself out more by having to go out and compete also. I'm just going to try and enjoy myself a little bit more. It's pressure enough just competing and pressure enough just organizing a contest, and the two together is just hard.

Do you ever feel pressure to not let people down, like thinking some kid might have come to the contest just to see you ride?

Yeah, well that's a good point. I fully feel that way and it's not so much I personally feel that way, but I'm reminded of that all of the time. Like if I'm not riding, a kid will come up and say, "Oh, I come all the way here just to see you ride," or something, and you're just like, that's kind of a catch 22. One way or another, I'm going to disappoint someone, somewhere. Whether it's myself, or whether it's the kid that came and wanted to watch, or whether it's the guy that I screwed up the overall points with. So somewhere along the line, if I don't do everything, someone's going to be disappointed. That's one thing I really learned about running contests, you're always going to be the bad guy. Like I was saying, there's always those guys out there that respect what you're doing, but those are the quiet guys. They just go home happy, but the people that you're going to hear about are the people that don't like it. You're
always going to be the guy that screws up, because you're running things. If there's ever a problem, it's your fault and you have to accept that. I have to accept that it's my fault, so I screwed up, I'll do better next time.

Do you feel like now that you're on the other side of the fence from where you were four years ago, you see the other people's viewpoints that you used to deal with? Like now that you run a bike company and contests, do you understand things that happened that you didn't understand before when you rode for other people and when you competed at other people's contests?

I still think the lame things are lame. That's why it's so nice to do my own company. Like take the AFA, for example. If someone came up and said this contest sucks, they'd say, "So what?" And now, if someone comes and says this contest sucks, then tell me what to do. Because the contest series is just as much everyone's contest series as it is mine, as far as my views are towards it. I remember there were so many suggestions to the AFA and it was just all ignored. I don't know what the question was.

Can you sort of sympathize with those people more?

I don't know. No, I can't. That's the whole thing, that's why I think everybody is doing their own thing, because everybody knows it can be done better. Everybody is striving to do it a little better.

Put more effort into it?

Yeah, exactly. Just have more effort. Whether it's not so good or it's better, at least there's effort being put into it now.

What are some of your other interests?

Snowboarding, skydiving, um... crabwalking, making purple clouds in the swimming pool, spelling my name in the snow, wombat juggling.

What's that?

Wombat juggling?

Uh-huh?

Where you just get some wombats and you juggle them.

Oh, okay.

You've never wombat juggled, huh?

Nope.

Yeah, that's probably the top of my list.

So, pretty daredevil sports.

Yeah, skydiving is probably my next favorite thing to riding bikes.

What kind of music are you into?

Fugazi, Fugazi...

You'd never guess that from the BS contests...


Minor Threat?

Yeah, Minor Threat, but Embrace and Fugazi are my two favorites. I like Counting Crows, Hole, 7 Seconds, Billy Goat — Billy Goat all of the time. I like Hagfish a lot, too. I saw them the other night.

What about all of your computer gadgets?

Hey, I like Bob Marley, too.

Oh, okay.

The computer gadgets, what about them?

You're a computer nerd.

No, I really, I just like gadgets. Okay, here's a good example of probably the happiest time of my life. This is how good this was: I had to call Steve, because he's someplace I'm supposed to call him, and I'm driving in the car and I realize, Oh, I've got my mobile phone, so I look up Steve Swope and it tells me his pager number.

In your computer watch?

In my computer watch. Then I dial his pager number on my mobile phone while I'm driving down the road and it beeps him, and then he calls me back on my phone. I thought that was pretty cool.

That's using technology.

That was technology, huh? Yeah, I was pretty stoked on that.

You're never without your laptop anymore, huh?

No, I like that thing. I've got it all hooked up, so it's like a desktop now.

So you can link it with the mother ship?

Yeah, and I linked it to the other computer in the other office.

What do you see in your future?

Wow, it's already that time, huh? I've got to be thinking about my future now, huh? Maybe Vo-Tech (Vocational school).

What do you want out of Hoffman Bikes? Do you want to keep it a little company making just freestyle bikes, or would you want to become a big, mainstream bike company?

I don't really have any limits, especially with this manufacturing company. Whatever is cool and whatever is fun to make, we just make. It doesn't really matter to me. I was never into bikes for the bike itself. I was into it more because it was cool. It was fun to just get on a bike and make up stuff. It's kind of like a little expression tool, I guess. I feel like I've kind of committed myself to bikes because I've gotten so involved in them and I'll always ride and I'll always make bikes, but if there's something else I'm interested in, I'll do that, too. I don't like putting limitations on anything.

Would you care if people thought you were selling out?

I am a sellout. I guess selling out can only really be evaluated through the person that is selling out. If the guy is doing something because the guy wants to do it, then he's not selling out.

As long as they're not going against something they said they'd never do?

Yeah, exactly.

(Sarcastically) So, right here you're telling everyone you're going to start making rollerblades?

Yeah, a and I linked it to the other computer in the other office.

Well, actually just accessories. I wanted to make the neon around the bottom of them. The rollerblades would be kind of tough to get into, but accessories are cool. I'm going to get some hydraulic rollerblades, too.

How do you like being married?

It's awesome. It's very good. I'm a lucky guy. We went out for so long and we lived together and all that, so I didn't really think it would be any different after we got married, but it is because you have this commitment.

Were you scared getting married so young?

I never really thought of it. I was always one of those guys who thought he would never get married, just because I didn't get along with anybody. I was one of those totally scared guys about getting married. But when you find someone that you're compatible with, it's not tough and the next thing you know you're married.

How old were you when you got married?

22, no wait, 21 because I was almost 22.

Did you ever have to worry about becoming an egomaniac with everyone telling you how great you were all of the time?

I learned young to differentiate between what other people saw you as and what you really are. I think mainly why I learned it is because I would hear all of these things about myself, and there's no way I can live up to that. I can't do that, I can't be that. It would stress me out so
much thinking that I had
to live up to this, because peo-
ples expected it out of me and then
I realized that was just hype. They
don't care. That's not you. That's just some
fictional character the media creates to sell
whatever they're selling. I kind of learned that
there'd be you as a commodity, and there's you as
a person, and they're a lot different. I think that
helped me out a lot as far as not being stressed out think-
ing I have to live up to something that I wasn't.

Who are some people you respect inside and outside of bikes?
Steve Swope, Kim Boyle — he's done a lot for me. And
Airwalk, they supported me a lot. As far as riders, Dennis
McCoy, Day Smith, Kevin Jones, everybody on the team pretty
much, Rick Thorne, Chuck D., Taj Mihelich, Jay Miron, Billy my
invisible friend. He's always been there for me. Dave Mirra 'cause
he just has that carefree Dominguez attitude. He's just such a nat-
ural, I'd like to say thanks to all of the riders that support us through
contests and buying HB stuff. And you, Daily, and Losey, Gock and
Shane Kinsley, the guys in the shop, Peregrine, and Jaci, and Ian
MacKaye. Me and him — you know I've talked to him once — but I very
much look up to that guy.

He's a fanatic.
He's a fanatic, but I like him. Also, Guy Picciotto, Jinx, Kannan Harkin,
and Robbie Morales for just being Robbie. I don't have any idea why I
want to thank him. He just makes me laugh every time I see him.
WOODWARD CAMP
is teaming up with
Matt Hoffman & Jay Miron
to bring you the raddest summer ever!

"Woodward is like a Disneyland for bike riders. It's Rad!"
— Matt Hoffman

Don't miss another great summer at WOODWARD Freestyle Camp!

Matt and Jay are coming back to Woodward for more freestyle bicycle training this summer. This is your chance to learn from two of the greatest freestyle riders in the world, so don't miss out! Matt and Jay will be instructing in July only, so sign up now. Call or write for more details.

SEND FOR OUR FREE COLOR BROCHURE
Call (814) 349-5633 or write:
Woodward Freestyle/Skateboard/Inline Camp
PO Box 93, Route 45 • Woodward, PA 16882

Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________
City: ____________________________ State: _______ Zip: _______
Phone Number: (_____) _________ Age: ________
homeless bikes
nate hansen
All these great names and more are available under one roof.
Living and playing as one big goofy family.
Send $2.00 for all the good stuff to: P.O. Box 123551 ft. Worth Tx 76121

Dealers contact sandbox at phone/fax 817 926 0686
ON THOSE DAYS YOU NEED A LITTLE EXTRA PROTECTION

Jody Donnelly, Hammer R&D

NEW BIG MACS
- Double thick
- Lined materials
- Enclosed back

CUSTOM CYCLE SUPPLY • 3619 NW 124TH AVENUE • CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065 • (305) 340-3501 • FAX (305) 340-3506
PLAY bikini briefs now available.

remember, you only look as sexy as you feel.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bully Big Block</th>
<th>Bully Small Block</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top tube length</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>20-1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear triangle length</td>
<td>15-3/4&quot;</td>
<td>15-1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelbase</td>
<td>39&quot;</td>
<td>38&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB height</td>
<td>11-5/8&quot;</td>
<td>11-5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame weight</td>
<td>4.07 lbs</td>
<td>4.05 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork weight</td>
<td>1.15 lbs</td>
<td>1.13 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headtube Angle</td>
<td>74°</td>
<td>74°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top tube O.D</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot;</td>
<td>1-1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down tube O.D</td>
<td>1-1/2&quot; flared</td>
<td>1-1/2&quot; flared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain stay O.D</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat stay O.D</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropouts</td>
<td>Laser cut, 1/4&quot; thick</td>
<td>Laser cut, 1/4&quot; thick</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For '95, Bully has brought out the Big Block and the Small Block framesets. Both new frames are basically beefed up versions of their previous model, the Piston. The Big Block kept the same geometry as the Piston, while the Small Block is an inch shorter for riders who don't want such a long bike. The forks are also much improved over last year's, featuring a thicker gauge tubing in both the legs and steer tube. Bully also shimmed the fork steer tube to make it more resistant to bending.

Top: Bottom bracket grind over the spine by old-school veteran and Bully rider Chris Day.
Bottom: 180 toothpick to take over the spine.

For more information, contact:
Custom Cycle Supply
3619 NW 124TH Ave.
Coral Springs, FL 33065
Phone: 305 340 3501
Fax: 305 340 3506
Props is Cool.

No volley nets, just riding and a little silliness. Issue #6 out now.

Props Video Magazine
PO Box 291 Deerfield, IL 60015
Phone & Fax: (708) 374-0347

"Riding doesn't relax me, cause I'm no good at it. I get frustrated."
-Mr. McGoo, Freestylin' Magazine
September, 1986 • Issue #40

Dogg

K&M BIKES INCORPORATED
1440 West North Shore, #1W
Chicago, IL 60626
(312) 743-6558
WARNING: THESE ARE PROFESSIONALS. DON'T EAT URINAL MINTS AT HOME!

"We're Not Just Dealing Urinal Mints!"

PRIMO • 2396 E. ARTESIA BLVD. • LONG BEACH, CA 90805 • DEALER INQUIRIES CALL (310) 984-6440
SHAD HOLLAND TEAM RIDER AND EMPLOYEE!
WE RIDE!!!!!!

INFO HOTLINE 1 (612) 729 4234
ORDERS ONLY PLEASE 1 800 829 BIKE
FAX LINE 1 (612) 729 0186

NEXT DAY AIR 2ND DAY AIR 3 DAY SELECT
AVAILABLE CALL FOR DETAILS
THE SHIP SAME DAY INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME!

SHIPPING RATES
COD ADD $5.55 $10.55 $15.55
4PS $15 $20.55 $26.55
$10.55 $16.55 $22.55 complete bike
$15.55 $21.55 $27.55

OTHER STUFF YOU MAY NEED!

ST-disc ONLY $29.95
INTEREST FREE $29.95
CHECKS TAKE 3 WEEKS TO CLEAR.

S&M DIRTBIKE colors, add $10 for reg top, 990, pitch $169.95
55/5100 $99.95
S&M 44 SOMETHINGVIDEO SI2.95
Hats colors, 514.95
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APO AND FPO DOUBLE RATES

T SHIRTS latest styles and colors SI2.95
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MONGOOSE VILLIAN 48 chrome add S30 for bashguard $169.95
GT PRO FREESTYLE TOUR chrome only $119.95
GT FUELER KIT chrome only w/ stem combo, post, brake $129.95

STANDARDSHIP ONLY

HARO MASTER or SPORT chrome only SI79.95
HARO MEGATUBE for oversized pegs on axles $699.95

HARO FORKS

SALES TAX
MINNESOTA RESIDENTS ADD 6.5% SALES TAX!!
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Dirt Scene
Pomona, California

Above: New Formula Rider, Scott Squibell twists an X-up Main photo former Long Island local Tim Staller flies out of the bowl jump.
Dirt jumping can be considered the simplest form of riding. Most kids become interested in BMX after jumping their bikes and like jumping because it's easy. You control how fast you hit a jump and how high you fly into the air.

Dirt jumping isn't all that simple if you're riding at Bo Usher's trails in Pomona, California. Bo's trails are certainly interesting, but they're far from easy. At these trails, you don't control how fast you hit a jump and it's tough to control how high you're shot into the air. As Robbie Morales put it, “Everyone has crashed pretty hard at Bo's.”

What makes these jumps so tough is that they're built into the side of a mountain. While riding on the side of this mountain, you jump a set of doubles that sends you diving into a huge bowl and then jump out of the bowl onto a higher landing. Riding sessions are spent jumping in and out of this bowl at somewhere around thirty miles per hour. It's safe to say that this place is pretty crazy.

With Sheep Hills currently flooded, tons of its locals have joined Bo and his friends for daily rides down the mountain. A good scene like this provides an excellent opportunity to take some pictures, so we did. This is the most simple form of riding — dirt jumping.
This page, left: Dayton, Ohio native and now Fat House resident Kevin Landis adapts his BMX style on the mini. Above: Well known Indy local Bill Nitschke left his wrestling shoes at home, but still stalls a mean icepick. Right page, top right: DK's Colin Winkleman and a really big gap. This time he launches off the mini, over the doorway, and onto the wallride. Bottom left: Fat Bald Man Jeremy McGill clicks a 5-0 grind just hours after being flashed by a 300 pound woman on the freeway. Bottom right: Kevin Landis again — they don't call him "The Pro" for nothing.
To some people Indiana is considered the most average state in America. Its friendly small towns, amber waves of grain, and love for high school sports make it as normal as can be — or at least that's what they said in sociology.

Indiana doesn't seem all that normal once you visit the "80's Rock" ramp park in Indianapolis. The small park full of tight ramps, fun lines, and locals wearing wrestling shoes and riding Hutch Trick Stars with no brakes starts to sway you from any ideas that Indy is average. These locals rented some space inside a run down shopping plaza, built some ramps inside, and now have a bike park of their very own. This park is definitely 80's and the locals ride with the kind of vengeance necessary to win an AFA Masters title.

Aside from the locals, Bill Nitschke lives in Indy and riders from the Fat House, the Playboy Mansion, and the Dan's Competition crew migrate to 80's Rock to escape the cold winter weather. This melting pot of riding styles and attitudes makes for an interesting scene that can't be considered average. The park contains a large mini half, a big wall ride, a spine ramp, a box jump, a nine foot high quarterpipe, and a small lounge that doubles as a tiny flatland area. Every ramp is heavily sessioned and there are plenty of creative lines and transfers to be explored. If you're looking for a unique cold weather getaway in the mid west, seek shelter at 80's Rock. If you're looking to check out some of that Indiana "normalness," check out the Burger King down the street from the park.

Directions to 80's Rock: From downtown Indianapolis take I-65 south to exit 109/Raymond Street. Travel east on Raymond Street through approximately four stoplights. Look for a McDonald's on the right. 80's Rock is in the plaza behind McDonald's. Go behind the plaza and look at the BMX track. Then go in the only door that has steps leading to it. This is 80's Rock. It will cost you $3.00 to ride.
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OUT THERE
The latest video from Carl Potts, Out There features flatland riding from Bobby Fisher, Scott Powell, Dave Schaefer, and Chris Young. Colin Winkelman handles most of the mini and street riding. There is also some footage from the Kansas City BS contest that has highlights from the street and pro vert classes, and footage of Hoffman, McCoy, and Miron. The video is pretty straightforward with non-stop riding, and has a few wacky video effects thrown in for added excitement. Although Out There focuses mostly on flatland, there's still enough other good stuff to satisfy non-flatlanders. Available through Dan's Competition and Albe's.

Scott Powell just can't get a break.

JUVENILE TRICKERY
Fort Wayne, Indiana's Fat House is known among the mid-west for partying and filth. The Fat House is also well known for insane riding. Juvenile Trickery could be considered a documentary of Fat House in that the majority of the riders in the film live there — Jody Donnelly, Mike Tagliavento, Jeremy McGill, The Pro, and Steve Cranhal are just a few of the regular riders. Fort Wayne native Kip Williamson calls the Fat House home and Juvenile Trickery is his look at the mid-west's thriving riding scene. Insane dirt jumping makes up the majority of Juvenile Trickery, but the video also contains plenty of good flatland, street, and some mini ramp stuff. Highlights include footage of Fort Wayne's Ravine jumping spot, the Fat House mini ramp, and Joy Donnelly grinding that long handrail in the Bully ad. Jody also straps the camera to his chest and jumps a big six pack and even barspins the last set. Kip's editing skills and the overall quality of his work has improved immensely since making Express Yourself, so you may want to contact Indy Industries to get yourself a copy. Juvenile Trickery also includes brief shots of Colin Winkelman, Brennen Brown, Matt Pohlkamp, and possibly the longest train of consecutive dirt jumpers ever documented on film.

MADD MATT: BEYOND THE VELOCORNE
Madd Matt is the highly anticipated stunt video from the boys at Hoffman Bikes. Besides being Hoffman Bikes' first film, Madd Matt is also Mark Eaton's first flick away from York, Pennsylvania. The thought of Madd Hoffman riding and Mark Eaton editing should be enough of reason to buy Madd Matt, but there's more. Matt riding his 21 foot high halfpipe, Taji at 8th Street in Austin, Day Smith's flatland originality, and Jay Miron ripping hard at Woodward are just a few of Madd Matt's hottest footage. Most of the footage is very original (not contest footage), so expect fresh, unseen stuff, including Jay nearly pulling a double backflip. Good riding by Steve Swope, Rick Thorne, Dave Barnholt, Rob Sigay, and Chuck D round out the riding, while random don'ts within Hoffman Bikes and a pretty hilarious opening ensure that the video is worth watching. Madd Matt is available at your favorite bike shop or by mail order.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Oregon Jumping Contest at The 3D
March 26, Coos Bay, OR
The 3D
For more info call (503) 267-3287

Play Clothes Daredevils of Dirt
April 15, Orlando, Florida
NBL Easter Classic at Orlando BMX
For more information call (910) 322-3450

Mysterious Promotions Flatsand Series
April 22, College Park, MD
Wheelie Ice Rink
For more information (205) 349-9325

Backyard Jam
June 24-25, Hastings & Bexhill, England
To verify date call Backyard at 011 44 01422 718143

Bicycle Stunts Contests
July 1-2, Hampton, VA
Hampton Skatepark
For more info call [432] 755-1668

The FAT JAM
August 18, 19 & 20, Aarle-Rixtel Holland
For more information call Bert De Jong
011-31-4928-1825

PRODIGY
Put together by a rider named Clint Miller, Prodigy is made up solely of Australian riders. With a pretty even mix of dirt jumping, street, skateparks, flatsand, and vert, Prodigy has something for everyone. While the riding may not all be pro-level by American standards, it’s still very respectable and well worth checking out. If nothing else, it’s cool to see riders and spots from a scene you rarely hear anything about. This video should also inspire you to want to check out the multitude of public cement skateparks that Australia has to offer. The cost is $20 (Australian Dollars) for standard NTSC video format, and $15 for foreign PAL video format. Send to: Clint Miller, 150 Mt. Joy Tce., Manly Queensland 4179, Australia.

PROPS: 1994 REVISITED... THE BEST FROM ‘94
If you like to reminisce about good times, then you’ll love Props:1994 Revisited. 1994 Revisited is a thirty minute stunt biking journey back through the biggest names and biggest events of last year. This fast paced, quick cut video explores scenes from all of the B.S. Comps, Rampage, the York Jam, PUSH, NBL Jumping Contests, the King of Concrete, the Backyard Jam, the Fat Jam, the Freestyle Worlds in Germany, and random personal footage of riders both known and unknown. There are no interviews, no contest coverage, no bike tips, no news, and no commercials. It would be stupid to try to single out highlights from this highlight film, so look forward to crazy shots of Ian Morris, Paul Ceicke, Brian Vowell, Colin Winkelman, and even a cameo appearance by the musical sensation Jamco. Robbie Morales is a recurring theme in the video and Props producers Chris Rye and Marco Masseri even have riding shots. 1994 Revisited is available at many bike shops and mail order companies.

CHENGAR CORPS: TARDS EVERYWHERE
Thanks to a letter that he wrote to Plusl, Scott Powell has become a popular rider in flatsand circles. His letter echoed the fact that he was overlooked and underappreciated. Well, Tards Everywhere is where Scott proves himself. Tards Everywhere is thirty-one minutes of almost entirely flatsand riding from northeastern Ohio’s best: Scott, Chris Young, Dave Schaeffer, Kevin Cunningham, and Brian Rybek. The vid basically takes place in a local parking lot in which the five flatsanders ride and basically cause chaos with the help of many random “tards.” Flatsand shots are sprinkled with shots of a bunch of dumb kids. Even if you don’t dig flatsand, an opening shot shows some midgets wrestling where one wrestler slides across the entire ring on his head. This shot pretty much sets the tone for the entire video. Tards Everywhere is available from Indy Industries.

Below: Look for Day Smith to be doing other crazy combos like this in the Hoffman video.

Chengar’s top vert rider Jimmy “Sky” Walker is now getting support from Hano Bikes. Other news from Hano includes a brand new video in the works that will be based on the lifestyles and riding of Todd “The Wildman” Lyons and Dave “Money for Nothing” Minar. Word has it that both Eddie Roman and Mark Eaton were approached about producing the flick, but Eaton mostly likely has the job.

UK flatsander Dylan Worsley has moved to the rider mecca of Australia. You can find him riding, working and just chilling on the Melbourne scene. Dylan has also been thinking about moving to AZ with Chad, but the crazy lifestyle there was just too much for him. Instead Standard’s Paul Odick and Britain’s Phil Dolan are living with Chad in some really plush condos.
Baco’s Mark Hilson and a local skater above opened a new skatepark, called FUNBOX in Appleton, Wisconsin which Chris Rye says is “fully kickin!” The park now houses Dave Fernandez’s famous backyard mini from Bl恩6, a wall ride/jump box combo, and other random skate/bike obstacles. Look for FUNBOX in the new “Props: 1994 Revised” video. For more information call (414) 736-0043.

Anyone interested in checking out the Sprocket Jockey’s shows featuring Matt Hoffman, Jay Miston, and Dennis McCoy may want to write down the following dates: April 20-23 Mobile, AL, Mobile Spring Fair; May 4-13 Lexington, KY, Blue Grass Fair; May 18-20 Bensalem, PA, Bensalem Fair; June 1-11 Philadelphia, PA, Fairmount Park Spring Fair; June 15-25 Hempstead, NY, Nassau Coliseum Fair; September 29-October 22 Dallas, TX, State Fair of Texas. More shows to be announced.

Bucky Bikes’ Jody Donnelly recently quit his job in order to concentrate on riding. Look for Jody at all of the major contests and BMX races this year.

Leigh Ramsdell didn’t make the final cut for MTV’s Real World, but was recently contacted about MTV’s new show “Road Trip.” Anyone interested in checking out the Sprocket Jockey’s shows featuring Matt Hoffman, Jay Miston, and/or Dennis McCoy may want to write down the following dates: April 20-23 Mobile, AL, Mobile Spring Fair; May 4-13 Lexington, KY, Blue Grass Fair; May 18-20 Bensalem, PA, Bensalem Fair; June 1-11 Philadelphia, PA, Fairmount Park Spring Fair; June 15-25 Hempstead, NY, Nassau Coliseum Fair; September 29-October 22 Dallas, TX, State Fair of Texas. More shows to be announced.

Although this helmet from Vigor Sports was designed for racing, it should work just fine for freestyle. Priced at around $100, it’s available through your local bike shop, or direct from Vigor Sports. For more info, write or call them at: 13929 Equitable Rd., Cerritos, CA 90703. (310) 407-1013.

These shorts, hats, beanies, and shirts are from a new company called Playground Products. For more info, or to request their catalog, call or write them at: 2608 La Plata, Kettering, OH 45420. (513) 293-1075.
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We're high in the sky at the Indigo Ranch Studios in the Malibu Hills, overlooking the vastness of the Pacific and the even more remarkable vastness of Axl Rose's former residence. It's mid-afternoon in late July, so the occasion naturally calls for three-degree salsa and lots of loud music. It is, after all, a rock 'n' roll party.

Indigo Valley is the current home to Korn and a decent handful of friends. Tonight there's a few extra bodies roaming around as the band finish work on their Immortal/Epic Records debut. Inside the studio, the album's producer and engineer are twiddling knobs, adjusting levels and talking wires and valves. They keep playing the same drum fill over and over making dramatic, inaudible changes every time around. Since they're so caught up in this quest for perfection, we're asked to mill about for fifteen-minutes before we get a preview of the new Korn material.

In the kitchen, marinated chicken and various vegetation is being processed by due hands while a continuous flow of food finds its way onto baggy shorts, overalls and corkscrewed mouths. At the table, two girls with Hello Kitty backpacks compile a list for a grocery run as a parade of shirtless boys with shaved heads, goatees and tattoos make strange requests. It seems like the perfect opportunity to explore the spread.

And what a magnificent spread it is! In the living room adjoining the studio there is a TV the size of a Mack truck with satellite hook-up broadcasting a gymnastics show from Bulgaria. The walls are lined with gold records by artists who have previously resided here: Neil Diamond, Lenny Kravitz, and an additional list of about a hundred. And there's also a king-size desk for dealing with king-size business.

Then there are the living quarters, a multi-level wood adorned cabin just a few feet away from the main unit that's presently littered with too many sleeping bags and band members' girlfriends. The actual rehearsal space itself is huge, boasting one of Liberace's many pianos as its centerpiece. Again there are sleeping bags everywhere and empty bottles of beer crowning the amps.

Outside, there's a huge barbecue pit surrounded by picnic tables and benches, a meadow with horseswipes and a path that leads out around the rugged terrain and hills. Most of the congregation has gathered around the fire and the pick-up truck blaring Cypress Hill. We make for the trail and wind our way through the hills before reaching a rock that overlooks the entire 28-acre property. It's wild. We sit, watch the water in the distance and hear a creek that runs a few hundred feet beneath us through the thick of trees. This is the ultimate rock 'n' roll intro resort.

It's from this vantage point that all of Axl Rose's pompous posturing makes sense. It's from here that you can see why Neil Diamond adorns himself with gold and Lenny grows out six-foot thick dreads. Everything has to be grand when you're sitting up here like an insignificant insect. When you sit out here all night you have no choice but to go back in and make one huge, blazingly boisterous album.

Back around the camp things are picking up. More people have made the impossible drive up to hang around, more souls have crawled out of bed and the general vibes are picking up. Drummer David (no last name) has collapsed in front of the big screen, mesmerized by some international sporting event. Guitarists Welch (no first name like Brian) and Munky Munk (whatever) are making the social rounds. Bassist Fieldy (née Reggie) is busy keeping the tunes roaring and the leg flowing, and vocalist Jonathan Korn (hint: not his real last name) weaves in and out of rooms. The producer and engineer are still messing with the exact same drum fill.

"Killer vibes tonight," says Welch. There are general nods of agreement all around.

Before the end of the night, everyone will be tuned in with the vibes. It must be something in the air up here, but it's definitely contagious. There's a strong sense of anticipation as we wander around waiting to hear the new material.

Fieldy replaces Rage Against The Machine on the stereo with White Zombie. It sounds ballistic hearing them grind their guitars adimit all these trees and serenity. Yet somehow it makes sense. We stuff our mouths with more chips, salsa and beer before we're finally given the green light to enter the studio.

At this point, the room fills up with half the party goers along with all the band members. The engineer and producer cue up the tape, sit back and grin. Korn's "Blind" erupts from the speakers and suddenly Fieldy pulls an invisible bass from the air and plays along. Jon bobs his head up and down as if possessed and Welch looks seriously awe-struck. The volume is blinding, but it seems like the only appropriate way to hear the melange of feedback, scratches and growls. It sounds like somebody took all the music we were listening to outside and stuck it in a blender.

Two more songs spew out of the system, and we realize a few remarkable things. One, this band really got it together in their brief two-year existence. Two, Jon finally learned to sing a proper note, a good sign considering he names Simon Le Bon as his teenage hero. Three, if the Offspring hadn't already beat them to it, this is the band that would put Huntington Beach on the map.

Later, when Jon and I are secluded away in the rehearsal space, he becomes contemplative, "I really don't know how to explain what we do or how we do it," he mumbles. "It's totally there, though. It's the vibe. We know it. You can see it when we play. You can feel it."

He goes on to relate his story of transplanting from Bakersfield to Huntington Beach, the history of the band, the harassment he faced in high school because of his musical tastes, difficulties growing up, his stint as a coroner, how the band finally managed to get signed, that name, he lays it all on the line. It's a harrowing story, worthy of a novel someday. But not here, not now. The album says all that needs to be said.

"It's honestly," Jon says. "We discuss issues that people don't want to talk about and knock out. It's like a really check. It makes people think. And for us, it's like therapy."

We decide we'll leave it at that until the major label debut comes out, until the band takes the road with Biohazard and House of Pain.

Back outside everyone is buzzed from the music and the vibes. It's beautiful up here at night. Around the fire everyone sits in anticipation. Something big is going to happen, we all know it.

---

White Zombie are some crazy mofo's. Astro-Creep: 2000 Songs of Love, Destruction and Other Synthetics Delusions of the Electric Head (Geffen), their latest record, is one fat testament to the grimy life of matted hair, greasy fingers and super-charged guitars.

Mass sonic destruction abounds on soon-to-be Zombie classics like "Creature of the Wheel" and "El Phantasmo and the Chicken-Run Blast-O-Rama."

Is there anything sadder than a new Skid Row record in this day and age? Me thinks not. Just for your information, the piece of crap in question is called Subhuman Race and is on Atlantic Records. Proceed to your nearest record store and deviate on it.

Ned's Atomic Dustbin are wankers. That's an English word that means "champions." Ned's are champions of making boring, spineless, stupid-ass, infinitely wack cacoa poot-poop monkey music. When they got their new album braindeadvolume (Chaos/Columbia) I droppedkick it out the window. Then I looked at the shreds of the cover. I thought it was funny how the songs "Borehole", "Your Only Joke" and "I Want It Over" neatly summed up my feelings about this band. In conclusion, I hate Ned's Atomic Dustbin.

KORN

We happened to stumble upon a handful of Ned's Atomic Dustbin t-shirts recently, but we don't really want them because a) they don't come in extra small sizes, b) they're not of the iron-on variety, and c) we can't stand that friggin' band of skinny, pouting English wankers. Therefore, they're all yours for the taking. Just send a postcard to this beloved magazine mentioning your favorite wanker, we'll put your entry in a big hat and draw three lucky winners. Satisfied?
To subscribe to Ride, call (512) 480-9223. For questions about your Ride subscription, call (818) 846-5475. Please allow 8-10 weeks for your subscription to begin.

Ride Shop Listing
SUPER FORKS
* WILL FIT A NORMAL HEADSET AND GURO

IT'S FASTER THAN A RAMP LAYERED IN STEEL. MORE POWERFUL THAN 4130 BAR STOCK.
ABLE TO LEAP TALL RAMP AND LAND COMPLETELY FLAT BOTTOM...... IT'S SUPER FORK!!!

NEW PRODUCTS OUT SOON:
* TAJ SIGNATURE FRAME & FORK.
* JAY MIRON SIGNATURE FRAME AND FORK.
* DAY SMITH ALUMINUM PEGS
* RICK THORN TATTOO SHIRT

HOFFMAN BIKES
STRONGER THAN A MAD RHINO ON STEROIDS.

PEGS
COME IN 3/8" OR 1/4" MM. KNURLED OR SMOOTH. BIG OR BIGGER

INDIAN AIR NECKLACE. PENDANT

HOFFMAN BIKES
DEALER INQUIRES:
12400 N. SANTA FE
OKC, OK. 73114
PHONE # 405-755-1668
FAX # 405-755-0144

SEND 52 FOR STICKERS AND INFO
THANKS TO OUR CO SPONSORS AIRWALK, PENGUINE, PROFILE, BRAD AND LOSEY

DESIGNED BY KEVIN JONES

14MM AXLE HUBS.
4.567 TIMES STRONGER THAN REGULAR 3/8" AXLES.
3/8" AXLES AVAILABLE ALSO.

CONTTEST
(Notice this has changed to)
July 1st-2nd
1st - Flatland & Mini ramp.
Street combined
2nd - Flatland Finals & Vert
Hampton Bike Park
9 woodland Rd.
Hampton, Va. 23669
(804)728-9522

Sept 2nd - 3rd
Hoffman Bike Park
(Labor day weekend)
Nov. 17th, 18th & 19th
Finals...... Florida
Bicycle Stunt Contest
12400 N. Santa Fe
OKC, OK 73114
For more info call
(405)755-1668
Smooth Operators

Scott Yoquelet and DK hubs

For more information on DK's smooth operating hubs or on how a skinny kid from Indiana can make AA Pro mains, write: DK Products • 201 Shotwell Drive • Franklin, Ohio 45005 • send $3 for kit & stickers
Poor Boy
products

New video out now

ed koenning.

send $1.00 for new catalog to: p.o. box 123551 ft. worth, tx 76121
dealer inquires welcome: phone/fax 817 926 0686